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1 - Introduction

Light-weight polypropylene foam strands for artificial
seaweed applications are made via a process, named "ex
truder-gassing". The work carried out at Shell Plastics
Laboratorium Delft, Holland, on the development of the
extruder-gassing process dates back to about 1964; in prin
ciple, it consists in directly injecting a low-boiling liquid
into the polymer melt on an extruder. Initially this
work was directed to the manufacture of light-weight
foamed products in the form of more or less thick poly
styrene sheets. On the other hand, at that time a consi
derable amount of development worle was donc on the
manufacture of PP tapes and yarns; small wonder that
both techniques have led to the idea of combining the pro
cess such as the manufacture of light-weight foamed PP
tapes, which could possibly be used in artificial seaweed.
It has been found that synthetic tapes or yarns with a den
sity of less than that of water can be suitably anchored to
the sea bottom, the flow rate of the water near the bottom
will be reduced, thus giving a certain degree of control
over the migration of bottom material. Consequently,
erosion of the bottom can be suppressed and deposition of
suspended solids is enhanced in a relatively simple and not
too expensive way.

Bottom stabilisation and coastal protection by traditional
methods is usually extremely expensive. One simple mole
with a length of about 200 m costs, for instance, more
than Nfl. 1,000,000.-, while bottom stabilisation with

C) Throughout the publication the words "Shell" and "Group"
are used col1ectively in relation to companÎes associated together
uncler the name of the Royal Dlltch/Shell Group of companies.
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"willowmattresses" involves anexpenditure of Nfl. 70
150/m2• Hence, there is a definite need for less expensive
alternatives.

Since 1965 companies in the u.K. and the U.S.A. have
carried out performance trials on a limited scale using
unfoamed or slightly expanded PP tapes as artificial
seaweed. In the D.K. experiments were successful in that
a definite accumulation of sand took place at the location
of the weed field, but it was found difficult to anchor the
weed properly and in a practical manner to the sea bottom.
In the U.S.A. experiments were less successful: neither a
beneficial effect on bottom and coastal erosion nor accu
mulation of suspended sand particles was established.

In the Netherlands, Rijkswaterstaat started experimenting
in cooperation with Nicolon. Fairly soon the good ancho
rage was found to constitute a major problem; the trials
resulted in new and practical concepts. In the same period
K.S.P.L.D. (**) succeeded in manufacturing stretched PP
foam strands with the unusLtaJly 10w density of 0.2 g/ cm3. In
a laboratory set-up is was shown that, if used with care,
this materia'1 is more effective for bottom stabilisation than
unfoamed or lightly foamed products, thanks to its much
better buoyancy. Tank trials carried out by the Hydrau
lies Laboratory "De Voorst" confirmed that the Shel,1 mate
rial could be very effective as artificial seaweed. At that
stage (mid 1967) contacts were established between Sheel,
Nicolon and Rijkswaterstaat.

During the development work on a suitable system to
use the foamed strands as artifjcial seaweed, a number of
factors had to be taken into account.

(""") Koninklijke Shen Plastics Laboratorillm Delft.
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Typical properties of stretched pp foam strands

Table 1

Typical dimensions and
further characteristics of artificial seaweed screens

with anchoring tube

2 - Description
of the Shell/Nicolon artificial

seaweed system

open

2.5 - 3.0

0.125 - 0.250

1,000 - 14,000

2.0 - 3.0

ca. 18

5
1 - severai

hundreds of m
ca.4

70
15

1 - 2
max. 4 m in view

of loom width
Width of seam for attaching the anchor-

ing tube (cm)

Width of screen (m)

Length of weed strands (m)

Number of weed strands peI' cm .

Basic weight of screen (gjm2)

Diameter of anchoring tube (cm)

Volume of anchoring tube when cylindri-
cal (Jjm)

Table 2

The system is based on stretched pp foam made via an
extruder-gassing system. Stretched pp foam strands can
best be characterised as white, shiny ribbons of smail
width; these consist of an open, three-dimensional net
work of interconnected fibrous elements surrounded by a
thin (predominantly closed) skin. Sorne typical properties
of this products are given in Table 1. Particularly the
following properties render the material eminently suitable
for artificial seaweed:

- Low density giving high buoyancy;

High yarn strength, resulting in a long lifetime under
water and troublefree handling and further processing
of the yarn;

In spite of the open structure, there is hardly any pene
tration of water into the material due to its hydropho
bic nature, the scaling by the surrounding c10sed skin
and the very low diffusion rate of water through this
skin;

- Resistance to the influence of bacteria, fungi and most
chemicals.

Density (kgjI)

Denier (gj9,000 m)

Tensile strength (gjdenier)

Structure .

Width of strands (mm)

Firstly, the tank trials at the Bydraulics Laboratory
"De Voorst" had shown that the strands should be arranged
side by side, thus forming a kind of "screen". Such an
arrangement is much more effective than, for instance, tufts
of strands spaced at -intervals, between which turbulence
can occur, which may have an adverse effect.

Secondly, once installed under water, the strands in the
screen must be able to move freely and independently to
ensure that not too much buoyancy-reducing foreign mate
rial is caught by the curtain.

Thirdly, the strands must be attached to an effective
anchoring means. Taking into account that incoastal
protection projects one is deaIing with huge quantities of
material, il is c1ear that the side-by-side arrangement of
the weed threads and the attachment to the anchoring de
vice must be simple and economic. In the SheIljNicolon
system these problems have been solved by processing the
Stretched Foam Strands (S.F.S.) on a loom into a kind of
fabric, thus automatically obtaining the desired arrange
ment of the strands. Effective anchoring of the screen is
obtained by providing the fabric at one end with a hollow
seam and filling this "anchoring tube" with a weighting
material such as sand, or small pebbles. Figure 1 shows
the fabric with the unfilled anchoring tube.

The method of weaving is schematically shown in Fi
gure 2 and comprises the use of an S.P.S. weft yarn form
ing the actual weed threads and a beam with two types of
warp yarn. At one end of the fabric an S.F.S. warp yarn is
used to obtain a seam to which the anchoring tube can be
attached while over the remainder of the width of the fa
bric thin warp yarns of alginate are woven in at regular
intervals. These alginate yarns facilitate fabric manufac
ture on the loom and moreover prevent problems such as
knotting during transport, handling and laying of the weed.
The alginate yarn dissolves quickly in salt water so that a
short while after installation the weed threads can move
independently.

For apphcaJt<ions in 'rresh waJter sa far no .entirely satlis
factory warp yam has been found but a solution for this
problemcan be expected in the very near future. One of
the possibilities which are being investigated is the use of
paper as the warp materiaI.

The anchoring tubes sa far used are made from a strong
90-120 gjm2 nylon fabric, sewn to the seam of the foam
strand screen. Typical dimensions and further characte
ristics of the weed screens with anchoring tube are given
in Table 2.

In conjunction with Shell and Nicolon, Rijkswaterstaat
initiated a number of experiments with Iightweight foam
tapeat locations along the Dutch coast. This article is pri
marily -intented to publish the results of the various trials
and to make available the present knowledge about the
laying of weed fields and the anchoring methods used.

Apart from the use of artificial seaweed forcoastal pro
tection, trials with artificial seaweed have also been done to
proteot subma1fiJne pipelines. FU!I'thermore, qulrl-i'tJative
theoretical considerations are given about the hydrodyna
mic aspects of the use of artificial seaweed. These theo
retical considerations arecompared with recent model
trials carried out by the Hydaulics Laboratory "De Voorst"
(at the instigation of Nicolon) and the resulting experi
mental data.
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3 - Experimental

Since mid 1966 Rijkswaterstaat have carried out a num
ber of experiments with artificial seaweed along the
Dutch coast (Fig. 3).

The experiment fall into three categories:

a) PreIiminary trials (Table 3, experiments 1 to 4, 6 and 9)
with as main objectives the development of suitable
anchoring methodswnd to gain a first impression about
the stabilising and swnd catching ahility of artifical sea
weed.

b) Small-scale trials (experiments 5, 7, 8 and 11) in which
the artificial seaweed was empIoyed to combat real
erosion problems. In this work usually channels in
beaches, in tidal shallows or in the sea-bottom were
dammed up with rows of seaweed with the aim of
rendering the troughs inactive and ta establish whether
sand-accumulation took place.

e) Large-scale trials in which the weed was employed to
protect certain sections of the coast line which were
particularly threatened by the sea, and to protect sub
marine-pipelines against underwashing. These experi
ments will be described in more detaiI in chapter 4.

4 - Experience in practice

In considering the effect of artificial seaweed, the follow
ing questions should be answered:

1) How was the weed installed?

2) How did the weed perfonn during the trials?

3) How was the topography of the bottom changed as a
result or the presence of this seaweed?

An answer to these questions will he given in sections
4.1/4.4 incl.

4.1 - Laying methods.

The method of weed laying depends entirely on the kind
and size of the field and the location where it has to be
installed. The experience in the laying of artificial seaweed
is still limited but sorne general points can be noted.

Two basically different situations must he distinguished:

- laying of weed in an area accessible over land and dry
at low tide;

- laying of weed outside the tidal zone.

For the first situation, good results were obtained in
1aying a weed field using the method described below:

A simple hopper was mountedon the side of a truck.
The lower part of the hopper was connected to a 3 m long
plastic tube placed at an angle of about 20° with the hori
zontal. The truck was loaded with sand and the anchoring
tubes of the 20 m wide weed screens were slipped over the
pipe. Subsequently sand was shovelled into the hopper
and washed into the anchoring tube with water pumped
out of the sea (Fig. 4 and 5). Meanwhile the truck slowly
drove in the laying direction.

The impression is that this combined method of filling
the anchoring tube and weed laying could also be suitable
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for operations on a very large scale, although a more auto
mated system would then be desirable. Anyhow, in such
situations it should be avoided that long lengths of heavy
weed screen have to be handIed or shifted,considering the
enormous weight of the filled anchoring tubes.

For weed laying in deeper water, other methods are re
quired. In trials at Den Helder and in the North Sea use
was made of the so-called "random" method, in which
short lengths of weighted weed screen were dumped.
Although this method seems somewhat rough and inaccu
rate, the results show that, nevertheless, a good perfor
mance of the weed fields is obtained. The method has
the important advantage that weather conditions are not
very critical. Experts have estimated that in the Northsea
area, where bad weather is the rule rather than the excep
tion, the random method can still be carried out on sorne
200 days/year.

Only when the water depth is larger and the current
strong, should it be borne in mind that with at random
dumping, the weed screens can drift away over aconsi
derable distance on their way down to the bottom.

A small experiment was carried out near the New Water
way at a location where the depth was 15 m and at a mea
sured flow rate of 1.5 m / s on the water surface, 1.10 m/ s
at a depth of 7 m and 0.7 mis near the bottom. The
weighting per m screen width was 20-30 kg at this average
flow rate of l m/s, the lighter sections descended at an angle
of 45° with the vertical and the heavier sections at an angle
of 30° (sinking rate 1.2-1.5 mis). Hence, considerable float
ing away from the location of dumping can be expected,
as was the case in the trials carried out in the North Sea at
a depth of 35 m. At small water depths, however, which
are more common in coastal protection projects, the float
ing-away deviations are negligible.

Other, more accurate, laying methods that have been
considered have, next to the advantage of precision, the
disadvantage that the number of days suitable for laying
is much smaller. An example of an accurate laying me
thode is the beam method which has been applied in trial
15 near Texel (see section 4.4.2).

Finally the question arises how much weed has to be
laid in a given situation. A fair amount of data was
obtained from recent tank trials at the Hydraulics Labo
ratory "De Voorst", where variables such as water level,
weed length and interval were considered. These trials
suggest that the maximum effectiveness of series of parallel
weed screens is achieved when the screens, when bent down
by the current, overlap each other slightly. In this way the
reduction in flow rate near the bottom is optimum. In
most practical trials this starting point was used and one
screen having a width of 1 m and with 2 m long threads
was installed per m 2 of bottom. If the length of the
threads is different, the distance between the screens can be
adjusted accordingly.

4.2 - Durability of the seaweed field.

Apart from anchoring, the results about the durability
of the seaweed were not always the same; in many cases
the weed was sanded up and could not be traced again.
Trials carried out in the tidal and surf zones showed that
the weed threads hecome entangled fair]y easily, which
resulted in reduced effectiveness. Furthermore, in the long



4/ Laying mcthod of seawccd in tidal zoncs.

term deterioration of material can be observed as a result
of UV radiation (a), although this does not occur as long as
the weed stays under water. Under water, aU kinds of
organisms may hang on, as a result of which buoyancy
and effectiveness will deerease in the long run. Hence, this
material with a density of 0.2 is of course better than sea
weed with a higher density. Tt should be emphasized that
trials carried out so far have been tao short to enable us to
form a definite opinion on the durability of the weed.

The durability of the seawed field is not only determined
by the seaweed itself, but, to a great extent, also by the
anchoring method.

From the experiments it can be concluded that rigid
anchoring methods, such as mats of reinforcing rods,
concrete blocks, etc. ail give rise to practical difficulties.
In the first place attachment of the weed to such an anchor
ing system is complicated and labour-intensive; further
more, the weed can chafe on the eye bolt (trial No. 4) and
be torn away (trial No. 7). In addition rigid anchoring
systems can easily be underwashed; in other words, il is
important that the anchoring system can foUow the bot
tom profile.

The system of a flexible nylon anchoring tube filled
with sand or another weighting material has been found
to offer a practical solution to these problems; it has been
shown to be adequate under ail kinds of conditions. Only
under extremely severe conditions, such as those encounter
ed in the surf zone, is additoinal anchorage likely to be
required. In this case one could think of an anchoring tube
filled with pebbles or sand, while the tube is attached, in a
number of places, to piles driven into the sand or to an
choring saucers buried in the soil.

A plastic saucer of 14 cm diameter, which has been in
jected to a depth of 0.5 to 1 m by means of a water jet,
can have an anchoring strength of about 150 kgf. The an
choring tube must be placed slightly zig-zag or undulating

(a) This can be preventcd by stabilising against UV radiation.
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5/ Scaweed field at Rottumerplaat after 5 months' exposure.

between the fixed anchoring points to prevent underwash
ing. The trials (in particular trial No. 12) indicate that a
flow rate of 1 mis, an anchoring weight of 7-15 kg/m2 of
screen gives sufficient anchoring.

4.3 - The effect of seaweed on bottom topography.

Despite an intensive support of the experiments by mea
sm-ing the bottom topography before and after the trials,
it 'is not simple toestablish the effect of the artificial
seaweed. An attempt has been made in Table 3, which
shows the results obtained. In small-scale trials itis not
easy to differentiate between the effect of the seaweed and
that of natural variations of the bottom in the coastal area;
the latter could be greater. A clear indication is obtained
if at the seaweed field there are discontinuities ,in an other
wise gradua'l course of the bottom topography. At Oost
kapelle, for instance (trial No. 8) it was found that a kind
of small dam had formed in a beach trough; it is very
unlikely that this was mere coincidence.

In trial 10 at Borndiep the width of the gully c1early de
creased at the site of the seaweed. Tt is therefore evident
that the favourable results are due to the effeet of the synt
hetic 'seaweed, the more 'so as unsatisfact!olfY results are
often clearly the results of insufficient anchoring (2, 3, 4,
6) or of a faulty method of laying seaweed (1, 10). The
unsatisfactory result of trial 14 at Rottumerplaat (Fig. 5)
should perhaps be attributed to the natural changes on the
spot, which are considerable, as compared with the effect
of the seaweed.

Of the four larger-scale trials, three were satisfactory
(trial 13, 15 and 16). The effect of the fourth trial (in
the surf zone at Rottumerplaat, trial 14) was not clear
üwing to the enormous changes in the bottom profile in
this area. Probably this weed has not been laid in an opti
mum way: the long rolls were placed at an angle of 60° to
the beach hne, 'after whicherosion troughs were formed
adjacent to them. Before the anchoring tubes had been



Table 3

Survey of main features of trials carried out with artificial seawed

Trial Place Purpose of weed S.ize and nature of Conditions liecd Results
No. trials

1. Rottumerplaat Preliminary; small Tidal flat 0.7 dens ity tapes Sand between stones
trial attached ta stones was washed away

2 Rottumerplaat To catch sand and Preliminary 1 small Tidal .flat 0.7 density tapes Sand build-up of l m.al
to stabilise bottom trial attached ta a steel favourable locations

mat of reinforcing anchoring too rigid or
rads too light

3 Enuna polder ditto Calm, muddy water 0.7 density tapes Heed was polluted and
(land reclamation) tidal zone waven into screen laid fIat; weaving

with anchoring tube. method to be changed ..
Weighting with iron
rads.

4 Den Helder ditto ditto 4- - 5 m deep wa ter 0.7 dens ity tapes Weed chafed on eye-
attached ta concrete bol<ts and was tarn
blacks awav

tlDamli 2
4- - 5 m deep water 0.7 density tapes Sand build-up of 0.9 m5 Den Helder Of3.5x150 m
current of 0.6 m/sec a t tached in tufts in 4- weeks. Weed

along nylon l'ope subsequently lost its
effectiveness

6 Westerschelde - Preliminary, small Sand bank, sha110w 0.7 density tapes Weed and ancher ing
trial water." attached ta steel disappeared within a

ma t of reinforc ing fortnight
rods

7 Oostkap?l1e Damming up. of swash' Sma11-scale trial IFore'shor'e (Surf zone 0.2 density She11/ Channel fi11ed up with
channel. during high tide) Nicolon screens an- sand, weed had been ef-

chored with steel fective for 2 years,
cab les fo11owed by undesirable

. growth of .~acorn shells

8 Oos tkape11e and Protection of ~roynes Sma11- scale trial Foreshore 0.2 density Shell/ Bottom properly sta-
Westerschouwen suppression of (Surf zone) Nicolon screens an- bilisecL weed now ef-

erosion between chored with steel f~ctive for 2 years
groynes cab les

9 Cadzand Prevention of dune Small-scale trial Weed placed in a Few parallel rows of Underwashing was 5top-
ul)derwashing· near trough screens of 0.2 density ped, troug~ moved to
creek material another, harmless

location

lq Bortu'if, Ameland Prevention of dune "First aid ll action; Wee~c1a.nL placed in 6 para11el She11/ Trough became deeper
underwashing ·in. a . weed dam of 4-x75 m a 0.75 m deep chan- Nicolon; 0 .. 2 density and less wide; dam
tidal 'channel nel in the sea.. screens of 75 m long was underwashed

bat tom'

11 Rottumeroog Damming up of an Bize of lIdam.lI 7 x Trough in tidal 7 She11/Nicolon 0,2 Trough sanded up
underwater trough 150 m area, depth 3 - 4- m density screens quickly; weed dam got

placed parallel lost owing ta enormous
natural sand movement

i2 Rattumerplaat - Trial to establish Tidal area, surf Short lengths of AlI weightings used
weighting required zone at high tide Shell/Nicolon screens gave proper anchoring
for ""Droper anchoriM ballast 7 - 15 kJl:/m

2

i3 Den Helder Stabilisation of Larger-l?cale trial, Wa ter depth 4- - 5m 2 m long She11/Nico}:Jr Bottorn perfectly stable
seabottom close to field of 30 x 150 m current l mis weed screens laid at since 3.. years (contrary
sea-wall ta prevent random to continuous erosion
underwashing of the previously)
latter

14- Ra t tumerplaa t Protection of beach Larger-scale trial; Area is dry at low Parallel rows of Anchoring functions pro-
and dunes field of 4-0 x 150 m tide She11/Nicolon 0.2 perly; bot tom stabilisa-

density weed screens tion effect cannat yet
bo judged owing to natu-
raI changes taking place

15 Texel Stabilisation of sea- Large-scale trial :316pc ·wfth Parallel rows of Bearn method guarantees
bot tom close to sea- field 80 x 100 m; water depth She11/Nicolon 0.2 accurate laying of weed
wall te prevent un- beam method of 5 - 20m density weed screens;Vl.ithin. two
derwashing of the current up scre:cns 1,5 m long months a layer of sand
latter to 1.2 m/~ of 30-40 cm was caught

over the whole area

16 Dr illing· pla tforms Submar ine pipe l ine Large- scale trial; Water depth 2 m long She11/ Underwashing was stop-
in Northsea a t protection against two fields of 90 x 30 - 4-0 m Nlcolon weed ped, pipe line almost
Leman Bank area underwashing 150 m current up to 2 mis screens la.id at covered with sand at

, random the loca ted area
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embedded, they caused more or less increased erosion; to
prevent this, it is advisable to interrupt the long rows at
regular intervals with rolls parallel to the coast so that a
system of square blocks is obtained.

4.4 - Detailed description of sorne practical h'ials.

4.4.1 - EXPERIMENTS AT DEN HELDER

One of the trial fields of a more considerable size was
laid by Rijkswaterstaat at Den Helder in 1969. The lo
cation of this trial field (Fig. 3) concerned the northern
part of the dike protecting the eastern tongue of land along
the naval port of men Helder, where erosion regularly
occurred. RegulaI' soundings over a long period of time
indicated a very great mobility of the bottom. It was
decided to combat this erosion with artificial seaweed.

The water depth in thisarea v<lJries from 4 to 6 m, whiJe
the maX'imum f10w rate is 1 rn/s, with a daily average of
about 0.6 rn/s. The bottom is sandy.

For the trial, screens were used of 1.5 m width and with
weed threads of 2 m length, provided with anchoring tubes
of 15 cm diameter. For weighting, sma:I1 pebbles were
used in an amount of 18 kg/m of screen. In total, 1540
pieces of screen were used for covering an area of 4,500 m2

(30 X 150 m). Filling of the anchoring tubes with pebbles
was done on shore, after which the sections were stacked
on deck of a pontoon.

In principle, laying was done by towing the pontoon over
the area to be pl10tected and dumping the stacked sections
more or less at random (Fig. 6). To this end the area
was first marked with buoysand f1ags were placed on
shore for positioning purposes. The screens we'fe stacked in
7 rows of 220 screens on a pontoon of 30 m width. In
stacking the screens it was found to be of importance that
the seaweed sections were stacked 'in such a way that entan
glement of the threads during dumping overboard was
prevented (Fig. 7).

6/ Random dumping of seawced sections into deep water.
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7/ Stacking of the seaweed sections.

'i

right

8/ Dumping: seaweed sections.

Further, we Iearned that the screens should never be
stacked in such a way Ithat the screens hang 'alongsiide the
pontoon just before dumping because in that case it is
difficult to prevent the weed screen fram getting under
neath the anchoring tube (Fig. 8).

The pontoon was towed to the location of laying and
connected to ground anchors and heavy l'opes ashore
(Fig. 9). A tug pulled the pontoon slowly seaward in a
direction perpendicular to the dike. Meanwhile two men at
each.row dumped the screens into the sea at such a rate
that one screen was laid pel' 3 m2 bottom area. During
dumping, attempts were made to turneach screen over
90° in order to have the weed properly positioned perpendi
culaI' to the direction of the current, which was parallel to
the dike (Fig. 10).

In total, the laying operation requires the following
manpower and ve'ssels:

14 men for dumping;
2 men at the bollards on the pontoon for paying out the

l'opes anchored to the dike;
2 men co-ordinating the dumping;
6 men in two tugs (one reserve);
1 man in a f1atboat;
1 man on shore for checking anchoring and l'opes.

The whole launching operation took two hours but can be
done faster with more experience and more favourable
weather conditions (during laying wind force 7 to 8 was
measured).

Since the laying of the weed, the area has been regu
larly and carefully surveyed by echo-sounding. These
measurements revealed that the bottom has since become
stable in and close to the weed field. From time to
time sand accumulations of the order of 30-50 cm were
measured but this sand usually disappeared again during
heavy weather. Erosion, however, no longer takes place;
therefore, this trial can be considered successful.
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At low tide and when the water is clear, the weed 'is vi
sible at several places and appears still to stand upright,
indicating that the buoyancy has hardiy or not suffered
from algae growth or dirt pick-up. In addition, recent
measurements (three years after laying) showed that the
increase in density due to diffusion of water through the
skin into the foam, is negligible.

4.4.2 - FIELD TRIAL AT 'T HORNTJE (TEXEL).

To obia'in a cleamr pic'ture of the properti'es 'of the sea
weed, it was decided thœt the field trials, canied out
at 't Horntje with a row of wi'How mattlresses be extend
ed by Iaying an 80 X 120 m fjeld of artifical seaweed
(fig. Il).

The field is located at the bank of a deep tidal channel
in the most southern inlet to the" Wadden shallows," tidal
flatsin the North of the Netherlands. The channel erode~

this bank, which is a part of Texel the most southern of
the "Wadden Islands" at the border of these flats. The
area, fed by this inlet has a tidal prism of 10D m:l; the velo,
city of the ebb stream at the location of the seaweed rea-

ches values of more than 1 ml s. The average tidal diffe
rence on the spot is 1.34 m; the location is fairly weIl pro
tected l'rom the North Sea heave. The wind waves genera
ted on the Wadden ShaIlows (H = 0.5-1 m, T = 3-5 s)
prevail.

The seaweed was laid on the inclined bottom, the water
depth increasing from 5 to 15 m. The maximum gra
dient was about 1:5 (Fig. 12).

Artificial seaweed screens of 1.5 m height were attached
to anchoring tubes of 1.5 m length and 15 cm diameter.
For weighting smaIl pebbles were used 'in an amount of
20 kg/m screen. The distance between the screens was 1 m.

Based on experiments in the Hydrauhcs Laboratory
"De Voorst ", during which it was found that regularly laid
seaweed screens are more effective than those which have
been laid randomly, efforts were made in this case to lay
the seaweed as ca:reful1y as possible in a pattern perpen
dicular ta the tidal current (unlike the 'Other experiments).

In order to avoid the scattering of the material over a
brge area, as a ,result of the great depth and the strong
current, anadapted laying method was required. For
accurate laying, the anchoring tubes were laid, over a length
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of about 30 m, on a 24 ton I-shaped steel beam, which,
by means of wire rapes, was hung in davits which were
attached to a praperly anchored pontoon (fig. 13).

With the aid of a winch, the horizontal I-beam was 10
wered until apprax. 1 m above the seabottom. Then the
beam was tipped over, the anchoring tubes with seaweed
s:lipped firom the beam<lJnd dropped onto the sea floar.
Subsequently the beam was hoisted and the pontoon shi ft
ed one metre after which the cycle was restarted. De
pending on the water depth, this cycle t'Ook 3-7 minutes.
Owing to the tide, seaweed can only be laid once a four
hour period pel' day, in which period approx. 1 000 m2 of
seabottom can be covered.

Figure 14 shows the differences in height (in dm) bet
ween 7 December, 1971 and 30 June, 1972 the area consi
dered, the seaweed was laid between 16 December, 1971
and 16 February. It is clear thatin this area an average
sand accumulation of the order of about 0.35 m has built
up, whereas the area at the same height in the neighbour
hood keeps deepening. This is also clear from Figures 15
and 16, which show the average depth of the seaweed field
and 'Of the adjacent area to the west. The bottom changes
seawards of the seaweed field are a result of natural
changes 'in the channel in question.

4.4.3 - SUBMARINE PIPELINE PROTECTION

In May 1971 a seaweed 'trial was carried out in the
North Sea ne<l!r two Shell/Esso drilling platformssituated
in the Leman Bank area, 80 km off the English coast.
The purpose 'of this trial was to establish whether arti
ficial seaweed could help to protect submarine pipelines
from underwashing.

Divers had observed that near one of the platforms
(pl<l!tform CD in Fig. 17 a) a 200 mm dia pipeline, inter
connecting the two platfarms, showed scouring to a depth
of 15 cm 'over a length of 30 m, while below the riser heel
of the pipeline a crater of approximately 1.5 m depth was
observed. As heavy underwashing over long distances can
lead to breakage of the pipelines (since they are not design
ed to withstand high bending stresses and repairs are
extremely expensive both with regard to executÎ'on and as
a resuH of the fact th<l!t the line will be out of service), it
was deemed useful to find out in how far artifial sea
weed could form a proper protection.

Two trial fields, ,each having a surface area of 150
X 30 m, were allocated near the platform for seaweed
trials. As it was of vital importance that no damage
should be done to submarine pipelines and their corro
sion-protective layer, accurate laying methods requiring
the use of iron anchors, chains, sledges, etc. were consi
dered unacceptable. It was therefore decided to use the
method according to which the weed screens are dumped
overboard at random. From previous experiments (see
section 4.3) it was estimated how much the sections would
drift away so that this could be taken into account
(fig. 17 b). The seaweed sections were dumped overboard
from a supplY boat which moved forwards and backwards
over the allocated area.

At each field 1,300 weed sections with a width of 2 m
and a curtain height of 2.2 m were used. The anchoring
tubes were filled with 40 kg of pebbles. Prior to these
trials, the seaweed sections were filled and stacked on
pallets, each pallet accommodating 40 secti'Ons. The wa
ter depth near ,the drilling platforms is 35 m. During
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the trial the tide caused a water current of 1 m/s; a wind
force of 7 was measured and the waves were 2-3 m high.

A month after the dumping, divers went down for ins
p'ection of the weed fields near driHing platform CD.
They found a seaweed field 'of approx. 170 m long and a
fair latitudinal spread with almost equal quantities on
either side of the pipeline. The underwashed pipeline was
almostcompletely buried by sand caught by the weed,
of which a length of 60-90 cm protruded above the newly
formed sand layer. In the crater at the riser heel a sand
accumulation of 60 cm was measured (Fig. 17 c).

It certainly looks as jf the artificial seaweed performs
weIl, while the simple system of dumping the sections
overboard has, under the prevailing weather conditions,
proved ta be a suitable method at this water depth and
provides a quick solution when there is a risk of breakage
of a submarine pipeline by underwashing.

5 - Hydraulic considerations

The performance of artificial seaweed can, apart from
experiments in nature, also be studied in the laboratory
by means of trials under contralled conditions and from
theoretical calculations.

In the Hydraulic Research Station in Wallingford mo
del-scale trials have been carried out; these have been re
ported on in [1] and [2]; these trials concerned the effect of
seaweed on beaches under the influence of waves. The
results were not well-defined but they gave the indication
that the transport of srand by the seaweed was checked [2].
At a wave height of 75 cm and a period of 1.33 s, there
was a wave attenuatÎ'on of 4 % within a seaweed field of
4.5 m length, the material (polypropylene with a s.g. of
0.9) was arranged in tufts.

In addi:ti,oln, trials were carried Oll!t by the Hydraulics
Laboratory at "De Voorst", on behalf of Koninklijke/Shell
Plastics Laboratmium Delft and Nicolon, concerning the
effcct of artificial seaweed 'in currents. These trials have
previously been referred to by Van Dixhoorn et al [4]; we
shall revert to this point below.

Ertel [3] developed a theory for the attenuation of the
waves in (natural) seaweed. In a numerical example he
cornes to the conclusion tha:t a wave with a height of
2 m and a period of 5 s in a seaweed field with bundles
spaced 25 cm apart (over the full height) would be atte
nuated within one wave lenght (= 40 m) to 12 % and wi
thin two wave lengths to 1.4 %' His schematic represen
tations are very rough and somewhat arbitrary.

A theory about the effect of a'rtificial seaweed in cur
rents has not been developed so far, but the current pat
tern of the wind in and over a vegetation has been studied
fairly thoroughly both theoretically and experimentally
(see e.g. Guyot [5]). A rough qualitative consideration
regarding this current pattern is given below; subsequently
the trials carried out by the Hydraulics Laboratory "De
Voorst" will be described more closely.

In a current without seaweed a shear force acts on the
bottom as aresult of the turbulent water rushing over;
in a curren't with seaweed the liollowing changes, as ,com
pared with a current without seaweed, can be distinguished.

Upstream from the seaweed a certain pressure head
results; îtdcpends on the situation what will be the re-
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suIt. In a gully or in a channel the gradient of the water
level above the seaweed will increase, as a result of which
the above-mentioned shear force will also increase, If,
however, the water can f10w away laterally, then the most
important effect will be an increased velocity round the
seaweed field and a decreased velocity inside the seaweed
field.

As aresult of the dynamic pressure, the seaweed is push
ed downwards; the ratio between the dynamic pressure
and the buoyancy determines in how far this will be the
case.

The dynamic pressure can he dividedinto an "external
dynamic pressure" on the seaweed field (which is propor
tional to the difference of ithe square of the water velo
city inside and outside the seaweed) and an "internaI dyna
mic pressure ", which is the result of the water velocity
through the seaweed field .

The external dynamic pressure acts particularly on the
luff-side of the seaweed field; it pushes the formost sea
weed threads more downwards than the others. As a
consequence of the external dynamic pressure, there is a
transition from the velocity distribution over the vertical
range outside the seaweed field to the velocity distribution
inside the seaweed field.

The internaI dynamic pressure is exerted on the entire
seaweed field; the result is that, even far from the luff
side, the seaweed does not stand upright. Furthermore,
this pressure results in the transfer of the turbulent shear
stress of the ovenlying wa:ter to the seaweed. The latter
statement can be elncidated ,as follows.

In a cnrrent without seaweed the turbulent shear 'stress
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at a certain height above the bottom is proportional to
the gradient and the weight of the overlying water; the
shear stress is therefore zero at the surface, but increases
linearly with depth to a maximum at the bottom (Figs.
18 a and b). This shear stress is transmitted by transfer
of horizontal impulses due to turbulent vertical velocity
variations: if water particles from layers neacr the bottom,
which are in slow motion, are exchanged with particles
from higher layers, which move faster, then the current
in the higher layers will be slackened, where the current
in the lower layers is aocelerated. From this it follows
that the shear stress will increase with the verti'Cal dis
tance over which the water exchanges (the mixing length)
and with the velocity gradient in vertical direction.

ln a current with seaweed, the shear stress in the water
layers above the seaweed will likewise increase linearly
with the distance to the water surface; in the seaweed
field itself, however, this shear stress will not only be
transferred to the bottom by turbulent exchange but a1so
by the tens'ile stress in the seaweed threads. The transfer
of the shear stress i'n the water to the tensile stress in the
seaweed threadsis effected by the said internaI dynamic
pressure on the seaweed 'field (fig. 18 b).

A good calculation of the velocity distribution 'of acur
rent without seaweed is obtained by assuming the mixing
length to increase Jinearly with distance (Fig. 18 c), after
which a logarithmic velocity distributionis found.

ln the case 'of a current with seaweed, the mixing length
in the seaweed field is limited to a maximum (Fig. 18 c)
of the order of the perpendicular distance between two
successive seaweed screens; over the seaweed the mixing
path can increase again. Now three layers are formed,
whereby in the intermediate layer the mixing path through
the seaweed is restricted, while this is not yet the case in
the lower layer <md no longer the case in the upper layer.

If the water ;layer with seaweed is thin in oomparison
with the water layer above, the velocity distribution can
be approximated [5]; it is logarithmic in the lower layer
(fig. 18 d), subsequently it is exponential in the interme
diate layer and then again logarithmic in the upper ;layer
(Fig. 18 d).

lt is beyond the framework of this article to give a cal
culation method, which is, however, being developed by
Rijkswaterstaat.

What does this current pattern mean for the sand move
ments in the seaweed field? ln general, sand transport
isdivided into bottom transport and suspended transport.

The hottom transport depends on the ratio between
the turbulent sheaT stress on the bottom and the allowable
shear stress; the 1atter is of the order of the weight of one
layer of grains times a friction coefficient. As the sea
weed ahsorbs a large portion of the shear stress, the bot
tom transport will decrease strongly.

The distribuüon of the suspended transport over the ver
tical is caused by the equilibrium between upward sand
transport as a result of the 'turbulent mixing (whÎ<:h trans
ports water from the lower layers with high sand concen
tralion to the upper layers with low concentration), on
the one hand, and the inherent vertical movement of the
sediment as a consequence of gravity, on the other.
Owing to the seaweed, there is Iess mixing; 'the sand will
then swirl up less. As a result, starting from a given
bottom concentration (following {rom the bottom trans
port) lower sand concentration will accur in the vertical
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range, hence, there wiU be reduced suspended transport.
If, however, a current along the sides of the seaweed

field is possible, this will result in increased Hlrrent velo
cities and hence, scouring. Furthermore, although a sand
saturated current on the Iuff-side of the field will deposit
its sand in the seaweed field, on the lee-side the sand,
transport capacity will be greater than the amount of sand
present in the current, as a resultof which erosion will
occur (b). These edgeeffeots n'eed not a priori he detri
mental; this will depend on the situation. Probably this
edge effect win be Jess if the distance between the screens
is increased at the edges of the seaweed field.

With regard to the distance between the screens, the
following ,can be stated: 'if the distance between the screens
is large, the" intermediate layer", where the seaweed reduces
the mixing length, will disappear (Fig. 18 c). Tt is c1ear
thact, as a result, the effectiveness of the seaweed also dimi
nishes; this can be expected 'if the distance between the
screensis more than 1-2 times the :Jength af the weed.

Only a rough picture is given here; the influence of
entanglement of threads or the difference between tufts or
seaweed screens cannot be directly derived from 'it. This
is much more evident trom model trials; it is impor
tant to know how far these correspond with the above pic
ture.

The experiments at the Hydraulics Laboratory were car
ried out at water depths between 0.5 and 2 m and at an
average current velocity, mostly 0.6 mis; ,in these trials no
waves were applied. The first trials showed a significant
difference between the results with soreens perpendicular
to the current and tufts, the specific density of the sea
weed tapes being the same. In the case of the 'screens,
a reduction of the current at the bed and even a conside
rable decrease in current erosion was obtained, but the
tufts did not reduce thecurrent veloôty at all, probably
because more turbulence occurred between the ,tufts.

The results of the first trials led to more systematic
research into the method of laying ithe seaweed; it was
found that the parameter hll (h = distance between the
screns, 1 = lenght of the weed screens) is of much impor
tance in limiting the current velocities at the bottom
(Figs. 19 and 20). In figure 19 isindicated the height at
which current velocities of 30 cm/s and 40 cm/s ,occurred
as a function of hll. This height has been found ta be
greater at low values of hl l, which means that in this case
lower velocities occur at the boHom.

ln Figure 20 b the velocity distribution of the current
upstream of the seaweed area and the simultaneous dis
tribution inside the area have been plotted in the same
figure. Bothdistributions together enclose the hatched area
in Figure 20 b, which is a certain percentage of the total
area, enclosed by one of the velocity distributions and the
horizontal and vertical axis (dotted area). This percen
tage has been plotted against the distance/lenght ratio
hll (in Fig. 20 a). When hl l is small (which means a
large overlap of the successive screens) a large reduction
is found.

Attention is drawn to the fact that these gmphs are
only va'lid for foamedpolypropylene, since only this mate
rial was used 'in these new trials. Furthermore, these
trials showed that the relative reduction of the current

(l!) The Dutch caU this "sand hungcr" of a stream, which is
an iUustrative expressIon.



does notdepend on the magnitude of the :current itself.
Within the variation of the waterdepths used, no signifi
carît effect of water depth was found.

The velocity distribution found in the laboratory corres
ponds not satisfactotily with the theoretical one; the theo
retioally predicted decrease in sand transport after seaweed
instaLlation was also confirmed in trials (Fig. 21). Fi
gme 21 shows that the amount of sediment transport,
which occurs in la current without seaweed only occurs in
currents with seaweed, when the mean current velocity is
much higher. An indication of erosion along the edges of
a seaweed field is shown by the landwardedge of the sea
weed field on Texel (Fig. 14).

6 - Cost aspects

6.1 - Installation cost of Shell/Nicolon weed screens.

In chapter 4, a:t the end of section 4.1 it has been indi
oated that 'in many ca:ses one meter of weed screens hav
ing threads of 2 m length per m2 of bottom is considered
to give adequate protection againsterosion. An accurate
estimate of the costs for the weed screens, including
weighting ,a:nd installation,cannot be given, owing to the
fact tha!t the conditions under which artificial seaweed
is used vary widely, depending on the location and the
laying method appl'ied.

A 'reasonable guess seems that on average these costs
will be approx. Nfl. 15-20 per m2 of sea fIoor. So-when
compared withuraditional :coastal protection methods-the
artificial seaweedwpproach will be about 4-6 times cheaper.

6.2 - 0.2 g/ cm3 versus 0.7 g/cm3 material.

The quesNon has often come up, whether stretched foam
strands with a low 'density of about 0.2 g/cm:J can compete
pricewise with the high-density chemically blown tapes
(a:bout 0.7 g/ cm3), for rartificial seaweed 'applications, since
the manufacturingcosts for the latter material is 30 %
lower.

The answer to this is affirmative: for 'a screen made
of stretched polypwpylene strands, 70 g of yam is requir
ed per m 2 of screen, while for a screen made ofchemi
caNy blowntapes, 210 g of yam is required per m2 of
screen. The stretched polypropylene tape has the additio
nail adva:ntage of having an appreciably greater buoyancy:
it can be cw1culated that with a 'Certain amount of base
polymer ra buoyancy of al least 5 times higher is obtained
when stœtched polypropylene foam strands are used
instead of the high density chemically blown tapes.

7 - Other applications

Apart from coastal protection and submarine-pipeline
protection, artificial weed might also be used for other
interesting applications.
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7.1 - Biological purification of effluent.

As micro-organisms easily stick to artificiwl weed, the
Agricultural University at Wageningen, The Netherlands, is
investigating whether biological water purification :can be
enhanced by plweing artificial weed in polluted water or
in tanks of water-purification plants.

7.2 - Artilicial fishing reefs and related applications.

It has been found 'that rartirfici'ail Iseaweed wttracts ail
kinds of fish in areas where natural hiding- and nesting
places a:re lacking. Small-scale trials carried out by Ko
ninklijke/Shell Plastics La'boratorium Delft confirmed this
point. Renee, installation of weed fields in places, with
less favourable rfishing and spawning conditions due to
currentconditions might be considered.

7.3 - Stabilisation of fairways.

In shal10wer waters huge channels are often dregded in
the sea bottom to create fairways for large ships, e,g.
mammoth tankers. Stabilisation of the sides of these
channels with artifricial weed could greatly reduce dredging
coasts.

8 - Conclusions

8.1 - Shell/Nicolon screens of stretched polypropylene
foam strands can be an ·effective means under favourable
conditions in combating coastwl ewsion. Although the
pnoduct can only be rassesS'ed after many yearsa:nd after
frequent usage, it is probably weil suitable for stabilisation
of the sea bottom, for building up a dam in swash- or
tida:! channels and suppressing underwashing of pipelines.

8.2 - In areas that are dry at ilow tide, knotting of weed
threads may reduce the period over which the weed re
mains active. Furthermore, when used in such a zone,
the weed must be stabiIised against ultraviolet radiation.

8.3 - In the surf zone, a Iarge seaweed field, consisting
of long parallel rolls only shouId be avoided. At regular
intervals, seaweed screens must be installed, perpendicular
ta the long roUs, so that theeurrent is reduced in ail di
rections. The effectiveness of seaweed in the surf zone has
not yet been demonstrated in all cases.

8.4 - For weed anchoring, rigid constructions must be
avoided in view of underwashing of the anchoring device.
If properly installed, the system with the flexible anchor
ing tube filled with sand or another weighting material,
has been found to work satisfa:ctorily in practice.

8.5 - An amount of 10-15 kg of weighting materiaI per
m2 of screen usually gives adequate anchoring. In a surf
zone or in a very strong current, however, it is recom
mended that additional, fixed anchoring points be attach
ed; however, in such a way that no underwashing can
oecur.

8.6 - As random dumping is also possible under favou
rable conditions, this method is recommended for areas
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ferable to the usually heavier unfoamed or chemically
blown material for seaweed appbcations.

8.10 - The increase in weight of the foamed material
due to diffusion of water has been found to be negligible
after many years of service.

8.11 - Apart from protection against coasta:l erosion,
artificial seaweed can possibly also be used for other pur
poses, such as the protection of pipelines, breeding places
for fish, wave attenuation, etc.; this point is being in
vestigated.

8.12 - If seaweed is used on beaches, the possibility of
swimmers becoming entangled in the weed and being
drowned, has to be taken into consideration. Hence, appli
cation in mch shallow areas should be done with due care.
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21/ Influence of the weed on the sand transport.
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with an unfavourable wave climate. At water depths of
up to 10-15 m, this method has been found to be suffi
ciently accurate; at greater depths and (or) very strong
currents, a method such as applied at Texel can be re
commended.

8.7 - AUowance should be made for edge effects, which
can, however, be minimised by delibemte placement of
the seaweed.

8.8 - Under the prevailing conditions, it was found that
1-2 m2 seaweed per m2 sea bottom is sufficient, and this
was confirmed in trials and theoretical considerations.
Under the present conditions, the costs, including weight
ing and laying, will amount to about Nfl. 15-20 per m2

sea bottom.

8.9 - In connection with its considerably higher
buoyancy, Iight-weight foamed strands (0.2 g/cmS) are pre-
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Résumé

Etude de la protection
des conduites immergées dans les zones côtières ou au large

au moyen de brins de mousse de polypropylène étirés

Un nouveau dispositif de lutte contre l'érosion des côtes,
constitué d'algues marines artificielles, a été mis au point par
la Société Shell, en collaboration avec l'entreprise néerlan
daise Nicolon ("'). Ce matériau a fait l'objet d'essais en mer
en différentes zones situées au voisinage de la côte néerlan
daise, effectués en consultation avec les Ponts et Chaussées
de ce pays (Rijkswaterstaat). L'élément de base du disposi
tif est constitué de brins de mousse de polypropylène étirés
(masse volumique = 0,2 g/cm"), réalisés à l'aide de la techni
que de refoulement au gaz mise au point par la Société
Shell. La « flottabilité» élevée (800 g/l) de ce matériau en
assure, tant la très grande efficacité en remplissant les rôles
pour lesquels il a été conçu, qu'une excellente durée utile,
du fait que l'influence des différents phénomènes suscep
tibles de réduire la flottabilité du matériau (tel que le dévelop
pement des micro-organismes, etc.) reste relativement minime
tant que les algues artificielles se trouvent entièrement
immergées. Par ailleurs, il a été constaté que l'augmentation
de la densité du matériau due à la diffusion de l'eau à
l'intérieur de celui-ci est négligeable, et ce même après une
durée d'emploi prolongée.

Les brins sont tissés selon une trame à brins juxtaposés,
de manière à constituer une toile formant écran. L'expérience a
montré que cette disposition est préférable à celle en mèches.
Le dispositif d'ancrage prend la forme d'un tube en nylon
rempli d'un matériau pondéreux (tel que sable ou gravier),
fixé à l'écran.

Les essais en mer ont consisté en la fermeture de chenaux
existant dans les hauts-fonds de marée et les plages, ainsi
qu'en la stabilisation des fonds marins dans les zones d'éro
sion et d'affouillement côtier intensifs. Les résultats de ces
essais ont été concluants : les chenaux se sont ensablés très
rapidement, et la mise en œuvre de véritables « champs»
d'algues artificielles a conduit à un arrêt total de l'érosion.
La présence de dispositifs de défense de ce type, à différents
endroits le long de la côte néerlandaise, s'est révélée d'une
excellente efficacité depuis la première mise en œuvre il y a
trois ans. L'ancrage correct des algues artificielles présente une
importance primordiale : à ce sujet, l'expérience acquise en

(*) Société produisant des tissus ou toiles spéciales pour emploi dans
les domaines de l'hydraulique, ou en découlant. Siège à Enschede
(Pays-Bas).
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mer a montré que le tube d'ancrage souple, figurant dans le
système Shell/Nicolon, est à préférer aux systèmes rigides,
étant donné que ces derniers se sont souvent révélés être
susceptibles d'affouillement. En effet, il est indispensable que
le dispositif d'ancrage puisse « suivre» toute évolution des
fonds.

L'administration du Rijkswaterstaat possède une solide expé
rience en matière de l'implantation des « champs» d'algues
artificielles. La méthode d'implantation que l'on préférera sera
fonction des conditions des lieux, mais l'expérience a montré
que, en ce qui concerne les profondeurs d'eau inférieures ou
égales à 10 m, la mise en place « au hasard» d'écrans
d'algues d'une longueur de 1-2 m donne de bons résultats, du
fait, entre autres, de l'importance relativement secondaire des
conditions météorologiques. Ce procédé peut convenir égale
ment en eaux plus profondes, mais dans ce cas, il faut alors
bien tenir compte de l'éventualité d'un déplacement (en déri
vant) des écrans de leur lieu d'implantation.

Les calculs d'ordre économique effectués ont montré que le
prix estimatif des écrans réalisés selon le système Shell/
Nicolon revient à environ 15-20 florins par mètre carré
recouvert, compte tenu des prix du ballastage et de la mise
en place. 11 ressort de ce résultat que le dispositif à algues
artificielles est susceptible d'être sensiblement plus économique
que les procédés classiques de défense côtière et de stabili
sation des fonds. Cependant, il serait prématuré d'en déduire
que ce dispositif puisse se substituer à l'ensemble des procédés
de protection des fonds marins, mais toujours est-il que sa
mise en œuvre possible mérite une considération sérieuse
dans tous les cas.

La comparaison entre les flottabilités des bandes en poly·
propylène réalisées par soufflage chimique (qui avaient fait
l'objet d'essais antérieurs), et des brins réalisés à partir de
mousse de ce même matériau, montre que celle des bandes est
très inférieure à celle des brins; il semblerait donc que, à
flottabilité égale, le prix de revient de ce dernier matériau
soit inférieur à celui du premier d'un facteur d'au moins 5.

ComPte tenu de l'efficacité des brins de mousse dc polY
propylène étirés en tant que moyen de défense contre l'érosion,
ainsi que des avantages économiques manifestes de ce maté
riau, la Société Nicolon s'est assurée une licence d'exploitation
du procédé mis au point par la Société Shell, et elle a déjà
lancé la production commerciale des brins et des écrans en
algues artificielles.


